
	

	
	 	



	

	
About	this	Pack	
The	Teach	Starter	team	has	handpicked	this	learning	from	home	resource	pack	to	include	a	
range	of	resources	that	children	can	complete	at	home	with	the	assistance	of	parents	or	
guardians	in	the	event	of	schools	being	closed	or	during	homeschooling.	

Included	resources	cover	the	key	learning	areas	of	English,	Maths	and	Science,	along	with	
some	additional	craft	and	mindfulness	activities	–	all	for	free!	

If	a	student	needs	to	work	remotely,	this	pack	can	be	sent	home	with	children	or	emailed	
directly	to	parents	and	guardians	digitally,	to	allow	for	students	to	complete	the	work	
remotely	with	minimal	preparation	and	supervision.	

The	pack	is	designed	to	allow	non-teachers	to	understand	and	set	the	tasks	and	activities	in	
a	home	environment,	without	requiring	additional	resources	found	in	a	classroom.	The	pack	
can	be	completed	digitally	on	a	tablet/iPad	or	with	pen	and	paper	when	printed.	

For	Teachers		
Can	I	share	this	pack	with	parents,	students	and	other	teachers?		
Of	course!	This	pack	has	been	created	specifically	to	support	teachers,	guardians	and	
parents	with	children	who	are	learning	remotely	or	being	educated	at	home,	so	feel	free	to	
share	it	with	others.	
You	can	share	it	by	copying	the	URL	in	the	address	bar	of	your	browser,	or	by	clicking	on	the	
envelope	icon	above	to	send	the	link	to	an	email	address.	You	can	also	download	the	pack	
and	email	the	PDF	document	to	parents	who	are	educating	their	children	at	home.		

Please	feel	free	to	bundle	this	pack	with	your	own	home	learning	or	homeschooling	
activities	to	extend	or	reinforce	particular	concepts	for	your	students.	You	may	also	like	to	
add	specific	activities	such	as	reading,	outdoor	play,	fine	motor	skills,	etc.	

For	Parents		
How	can	I	teach	my	child	from	home?		
Downloading	this	free	resource	pack	will	equip	you	with	a	range	of	activities	to	share	with	
your	child	while	their	school	is	closed	or	while	they	are	learning	remotely	from	home.	

We	have	provided	a	helpful	table	of	contents	and	activity	overview	to	ensure	that	non-
teachers	can	use	and	deliver	this	pack	easily.	All	activities	are	age-appropriate,	can	be	
completed	in	any	order,	and	relate	to	work	that	your	child	has	probably	already	experienced	
in	the	classroom.	

	 	



	

Year	6	
Contents	

English	

Reading	
8	x	Comprehension	Worksheets	
These	worksheets	cover	various	comprehension	skills	and	text	types.	Students	read	the	text	
and	answer	the	questions	either	in	a	workbook	or	using	the	sheet	provided.		

Grammar	
Global	Proper	Nouns	
Students	use	an	atlas	or	a	device	to	seek	information	that	helps	them	find	proper	nouns	
relating	to	countries	around	the	world.	

Common	Noun	Upgrade	
In	this	activity,	students	think	up	their	dream	business	and	brainstorm	common	nouns	
relating	to	that	industry.	They	then	convert	the	common	nouns	to	proper	nouns	for	their	
business	name.	

Visual	Comprehension	
Movie	Review	Worksheet	
Students	use	this	template	to	research	production	facts	about	their	favourite	movie.	
Alternatively,	this	could	be	done	after	watching	a	specific	movie.	

Writing	
Plan	Your	Own	Adventure	–	Writing	Template	
Students	plan	their	writing	by	crafting	a	beginning	and	then	creating	alternative	storylines	
that	lead	in	different	directions.	After	they	have	planned	all	of	the	storylines,	they	can	either	
choose	which	storyline	to	expand	upon	or	create	their	own	multiple-adventure	mini	
storybook.	

Persuasive	Writing	–	Being	Famous	Would	Be	the	Best	Thing	in	the	World	
Students	use	the	stimulus,	which	includes	the	above	topic,	to	construct	a	persuasive	text.	

	 	



	

Maths	

Measurement	
Converting	Between	Units	of	Measurement	(A)	&	(B)	
Students	use	their	knowledge	of	measurement	to	convert	different	units	of	measurement.	

Area	Worksheets	
Students	use	their	knowledge	to	work	out	the	area	of	shapes,	including	squares,	rectangles,	
triangles	and	compound	shapes.	

Fractions	
Adding	and	Subtracting	Like	and	Unlike	Fractions	
Use	these	worksheets	to	enable	students	to	practise	adding	and	subtracting	fractions	that	
have	like	and	unlike	denominators.	The	worksheets	include	a	variety	of	addition	and	
subtraction	questions,	as	well	as	word	problems.	

Problem	Solving	
Open-Ended	Maths	Task	Cards	
Students	use	their	knowledge	of	numbers,	space,	measurement,	chance	and	statistics	to	
solve	scenarios	on	task	cards.		

Maths	Investigation	
Financial	Mathematics	Maths	Investigation	–	Let’s	Play	Mini	Golf!	
In	this	investigation,	students	use	their	knowledge	and	understanding	of	a	range	of	
mathematical	concepts	to	design	a	mini	golf	hole	for	their	backyard.	They	submit	a	detailed	
diagram	and	financial	plan,	using	the	worksheets	and	supplementary	materials	provided	
within	the	resource.	

	

Other	

Inquiry	Projects	
International	Holiday	at	Five	Wonders	Theme	Park	–	Project	
Students	use	their	research	and	visualisation	skills	to	link	the	train	service	from	Five	
Wonders	Theme	Park	to	a	real-life	train	line	in	a	city	of	their	choice.	Following	the	
instructions,	students	research	their	chosen	city	and	plan	a	holiday	that	involves	both	
exploring	the	city	and	visiting	Five	Wonders	Theme	Park.	

Colossal	Cinemas:	Movie	of	the	Times	
Students	use	their	inquiry	skills	to	research	what	movie	cinemas	were	like	in	the	1990s	or	
before.	They	need	to	research	movies,	merchandise	and	food	types.	Afterwards,	students	
watch	and	review	a	movie	from	their	chosen	decade	and	compare	it	to	the	movies	released	
more	recently.	

	



	

Activity	Task	Cards	
Five	Wonders	Theme	Park	Task	Cards	
Use	the	Five	Wonders	Theme	Park	stimulus	posters	to	find	the	answers	to	the	task	card	
activities.	Students	can	choose	activities	that	include	Literacy,	Numeracy,	Science,	
Geography	and	Inquiry	topics.	

Colossal	Cinemas	Task	Cards	
Use	the	Colossal	Cinemas	stimulus	poster	to	help	answer	the	task	card	activities.	Students	
can	choose	activities	that	include	Literacy,	Numeracy,	Science,	Geography	and	Inquiry	
topics.	

Craft	
How	to	Make	a	Tessellation	Artwork	
Students	learn	how	to	make	an	artwork	that	explores	tessellation.	They	then	practise	their	
procedural	writing	skills	by	devising	instructions	for	how	to	create	another	artwork	or	a	
piece	of	craft	and	recording	their	procedure	on	the	provided	template.	

Puzzles	
Electricity	Crossword	
Students	complete	this	crossword	puzzle,	which	includes	vocabulary	about	electricity.	

Mindfulness	
Mindfulness	Colouring-In	Sheet	



Ask Milton Mentor to tell you a 
story, answer a maths problem, tell 
you a country’s capital city or even 

play your ultimate study playlist! 
No task is too challenging for your 

personal study mentor.

Designed by students, for students, 
Milton Mentor is the ultimate 

helper for students young and old. 
Distraction-free, Milton Mentor 

accesses only the latest educational 
and student-related information on 

the Internet.

Voice-activated with intelligent AI 
technology, Milton Mentor is an 

intuitive and invaluable companion 
for your learning journey!

COMPACT, STYLISH 
& AFFORDABLE!



Milton Mentor Advertisement

1. What is the purpose of this advertisement?

2. Advertisements use persuasive techniques to get audiences to take advantage of a
  service. Does anything in this advertisement persuade you? Explain how.

3. Write down eight positive or persuasive words that make the reader want to purchase a
 Milton Mentor. For example, stylish.

4. Why would the advertiser mention that Milton Mentor has ‘Limited Stock’?

5. If you purchased a Milton Mentor, do you think it would do everything promised in the
 advertisement? Why or why not?

6. What other features would you like to see mentioned in the advertisement? How would
	 this	affect	your	decision	about	buying	a	Milton	Mentor?

COMPREHENSION

Milton Mentor Advertisement – Worksheet

Name: Date:



The enigma of AX29
It was hopeless. It was utterly, undeniably 
hopeless.

Dr Pascal Bernard stared resentfully at the Petri 
dish on the laboratory bench in front of him. 
There was nothing especially significant about 
this particular dish – it was almost identical to 
the hundreds of similar dishes that had come 
before it. In fact, to the untrained eye, the Petri 
dish sitting on the bench looked much like any 
other you would find in any medical research 
facility anywhere around the world. 

But Pascal knew better. It was not like  
any other.

To Dr Bernard, the Petri dish represented so 
much more than the deadly microscopic 
organisms it contained. It represented an 
insurmountable problem. It represented ten 
long, wasted years of his life. It represented his 
greatest failure.

When the opportunity to research the deadly 
AX29 virus had been presented to him a 
decade earlier, Pascal had jumped at the 
prospect. It was his chance to make a name 
for himself in the field of biomedical research, 
to make a real difference to the course of 
human history. He dreamt of making the 
breakthrough that had eluded so many others 
– the invention of an antiviral drug that would 
cure those infected with AX29. With such a 
significant discovery to his name, he would be 
one of the most celebrated, influential medical 
scientists of the 21st century.

But the dream was starkly different to the 
reality. Weeks went by… then months… years… 
until Pascal had been working on the project 
for five years with no success. Drug after drug 
had been invented, tested, and subsequently 
tossed aside due its minimal effects on the 
virus. AX29 seemed immune to everything his 
team of researchers concocted to destroy it. 

Determined not to be beaten by a dish full of 
microscopic cells, Pascal threw himself into 
his research more frantically than ever before. 

More funding was sought. The best medical 
researchers from around the world were called 
to action. Five more years of Pascal’s life were 
devoted to finding the missing piece of the 
puzzle. Small discoveries were made, none of 
which destroyed the virus once and for all.

He was done. 

Something in Pascal’s brain snapped. It 
was time. He would not spend one more 
single minute – one more single second – 
on this impossible dream. With a surge of 
uncharacteristic aggression, he swiped his 
arm along the bench. The Petri dish flew 
recklessly along the surface and fell into a 
nearby rubbish bin. 

“Good,” Pascal muttered under his breath. 
“You’ve landed exactly where you belong 
– with all the other worthless rubbish.” 
He grabbed his coat and scarf, discarded 
his leftover banana peel (the only thing he 
had eaten all day), and strode towards the 
laboratory door. 

It was the fizzing sound that stopped him. 
Pascal’s first thought was that the lights 
were short-circuiting again – they had been 
playing up lately – but they showed no signs 
of flickering. He stood still, trying to pinpoint 
the source of the sound. Could it possibly be 
coming from… the rubbish bin?

Slowly, cautiously, Pascal crept back towards 
his laboratory bench. Peering curiously inside 
the rubbish bin, he noticed his discarded 
banana peel had landed directly on top 
of the Petri dish of AX29 cells. Along with 
the fizzing sound, an unusual vapour was 
wafting from the surface of the dish. “The 
creation of sound and gas,” Pascal murmured 
thoughtfully to himself. “Both signs of… 
A CHEMICAL REACTION!”

With renewed fervour, Pascal retrieved the 
discarded Petri dish from the rubbish bin. He 
grabbed the closest microscope and slid the 



Petri dish beneath the eyepiece. He took a deep 
breath. “Please let this be it,” Pascal whispered 
as he placed his open eye above the lens.

It was beautiful. It was breathtaking. The Petri 
dish was entirely empty.

Pascal was speechless. Was it possible that the 
missing link was… a banana skin? After years of 
research, years of trying and failing and trying 
again, could the solution really lie with one of 
the most common fruits on the planet?

Pascal knew what he had to do. He hastily 
pulled his mobile phone from his coat pocket 
and dialled a man who had left only hours 
before – his research partner and friend, Dr 
Louie Bardot.

Louie answered on the tenth ring. “Pascal?” 
There was a hint of annoyance in his voice. 
“What’s going on? I’m eating dinner.”

“I have it, Louie,” Pascal said shakily. “I finally 
have the answer!” 

Louie sounded confused. “The answer to 13 
across? Look Pascal, it’s great that you’re taking 
our daily crossword puzzles so seriously, but I 
don’t think it’s worth a phone call at this time 
of nigh—”

“Not the crossword puzzle, Louie!” Pascal cried. 
“The virus! AX29! I know how to destroy it!”

“This isn’t funny, Pascal,” Louie snapped. “It’s 
been a long day. I’m exhausted. I’ve no time 
for games.”

“And we’ve no time to play them, Louie! 
There’s not a moment to waste. Look, I’m 
not messing around here. I think I have the 
answer. After all these years—” A lump was 
developing in his throat. He swallowed slowly 
and deliberately before trying again. “Louie, 
after all these years, I think I’ve finally found the 
answer. You need to get back here right away.”

Pascal sensed an immediate change in the 
person on the other end of the phone. 

“You’re sure, Pascal?” Louie’s voice softened. “It 
seems we’ve been down this road many times 
before… You’re sure you have something?”

“I feel more certain about this than about 
anything we’ve researched in the past ten 
years,” Pascal replied. “We’re partners, Louie. I 
need you here. Please can you come?” 

He hung up the phone. Awash with 
nervousness and hope, Pascal began pacing 
the laboratory. The possibilities arising from 
this evening’s serendipitous discovery were 
endless. A cure for AX29! After all these years, 
he could hardly believe it was even possible.

Little more than 30 minutes passed before 
the laboratory door flew open. “This better be 
good, Pascal,” Louie said, an involuntary grin 
creeping onto his face.

“Oh, it’s good, Louie.” Dr Pascal Bernard 
returned his partner’s smile. “Are you ready to 
change the course of human history?” 

“Of course I am, partner. Always have been, 
always will be!”

“Well then,” Pascal declared enthusiastically. 
“Let’s get to work!”     



The Enigma of AX29
Complete the plot structure template for the narrative, “The Enigma of AX29”.

Climax
What happens at the most exciting point of the story?

Falling Action
How do the characters solve the problem or 
conflict?

Resolution
What happens to the characters at the end 
of the story?

Rising Action
What problem or conflict is the main 
character experiencing?

Orientation
Where is the story set? Who are the main characters?

COMPREHENSION

Date:

The Enigma of AX29 – Worksheet

Name:



SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE

10 Fascinating Facts About the 

The Sydney Harbour 
Bridge is located in 
Sydney, Australia. It 
connects Sydney’s 
central business district 
to the north shore of 
Sydney Harbour. 

The arch span of 
the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge is 503 metres. 
The top of the arch is 
134 metres above sea 
level. The clearance for 
shipping is 49 metres. 

The Sydney Harbour Bridge 
contains more than six million 
hand-driven, Australian-made 
rivets (steel bolts that hold 
plates of metal together).

A pair of concrete 
pylons (faced 
with granite) 
stands at each 
end of the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge. 
These pylons are 
89 metres high.

The area of the steelwork 
on the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge is some 485 000 m2 – 
approximately the same area as 
sixty soccer fields!

The Sydney Harbour Bridge 
contains eight lanes for vehicle 
traffic, two railway tracks, a bike 
path for cyclists and a footpath 
for pedestrians. 

When the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge 
opened, it cost six 
pence for a car to cross 
and three pence for a 
horse and rider. Today, 
the toll amount varies 
according to the time 
of day. 

Over 3000 workers 
were employed 
to construct the 
Sydney Harbour 
Bridge. Due to the 
dangerous nature 
of the project, 16 
men lost their lives.

The Sydney 
Harbour Bridge 
requires regular 
maintenance, 
including painting. 
Every coat requires 
30 000 L of paint!

Work commenced on the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge on 
28 July 1923. The project 
took almost nine years to 
complete. The bridge opened 
on 19 March 1932. 
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10 Fascinating Facts About the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge

Questions
1. What is a road toll?

2. Why would they put a road toll on the Sydney Harbour Bridge?

3. Research to find out how much the Sydney Harbour Bridge toll would cost at
• 9:00 am $

• 11:00 am $

• 5:30 pm $

• 9:00 pm $

4. Using an online maps website, find out how long would it take to drive between the 
following places around Sydney using the Sydney Harbour Bridge at 1 pm.

• Bondi Beach to Taronga Zoo

• Manly to Darlinghurst

• Hyde Park to Blues Point Reserve

• Whale Beach to the Sydney Opera House

• The Rocks to Huntleys Cove

• Centennial Park to Northbridge

5. Research and list alternate ways you can get from one side of Sydney Harbour to the 
other without using the Sydney Harbour Bridge. See how many you can come up with.

COMPREHENSION

10 Fascinating Facts About the Sydney Harbour Bridge – Worksheet

Name: Date:





But I do.-i't wa.-it to play 
rugby or basketball . 

That's okay. That's your choice. But do.-i't you agree 
that you should be able to make your ow.-i decisio.-i? 
It's .-iot for someo.-ie else to tell you what to do. 

Hmm, that's actually a very good poi.-it. 

Could you teach me 
how to do that? 



Peer Politics: In Sync
Questions 

1. What is the main point of this comic?

2. What is a stereotype?

3. What is the stereotype that is mentioned in this comic?

4. Why do you think the girls in this story believe this?

5. What might the consequences be if the boy in the story was forced not to dance
because he was not a girl?

6. Why should or shouldn’t gender stereotypes be used?

7. Why do you think gender stereotypes exist?

8. Name something you or someone you know likes to do that does not fit traditional
stereotypes?

9. Summarise your ideas after reflecting on this comic.

COMPREHENSION

Peer Politics: In Sync – Worksheet

Name: Date:



THE HISTORY OF CODESTHE HISTORY OF CODES

Codes have traditionally been used to communicate with others in many ways and for a 
variety of di�erent reasons. A code can be used to communicate a word, sentence or 
instruction for someone or something else, like a computer, to understand and follow. A 
code can be communicated across great distances, or without either person having to 
actually be in the same city, state or country. It can be a secret code, which is unable to be 
read by anyone who doesn’t have the ‘key’ or understands that speci�c coding language. 
One of the most famous historical codes is Morse code.

Morse Code

The telegraph was invented in the 1830’s and 40’s. This form of communication used the 
power of electricity to send pulses along wire cables. It was the �rst time in history that a 
message could be sent faster than the speed that a horse and messenger could ride (or 
sail!). The telegraph device worked by pushing a key down to complete the electric circuit 
of the battery. This action sent an electric signal across a wire to a receiver at the other end. 
It required a physical wire to send the electric signal (or pulse). As the distance increased 
between the sender and the receiver, a code was needed to understand the signals. 
Otherwise, the receiver didn’t know if a series of frantic pulses meant ‘Help, come quickly! 
The house is burning down’ or ‘Don’t come home unless you want to help clean the 
bathrooms’.

Samuel Morse developed this code which assigned every letter of the alphabet a di�erent 
combination of dots (dits) and dashes (dahs). The sender could hold the key down to send 
a long dash or a quick tap for a dot. This was the �rst code that bridged the communication 
distance between people using the power of electricity. 

Telegraphs are no longer used to communicate, but as radio communication grew and 
expanded from America, Morse code became the international mode of communication. 
Morse code allowed people to send messages all over the world using this common code 
of dots and dashes so that anyone with an understanding of how to read this code could 
interpret its messages.

Even today people still know and use some of these coded words and letters. The most 
famous sequence is o o o - - - o o o. 

To ‘read’ this code, it is important to know that three 
dots (o o o ) = S and three dashes (- - - ) = O. So when
 reading this code as a whole it becomes S O S, which
 is still the international distress ‘code’ and most often 
used at sea by those in distress.



The History of Codes - Questions 

DateName

COMPREHENSION

The History of Codes - Questions
1. Literal Comprehension

a) In the first sentence, the author uses the word many. What other word is also used in   
 this sentence that has a similar meaning?

b) Which has the closest meaning to ‘contribution to society ’?

 • successfully helping a small group of people
 • benefitting the wider community
 • supporting your community.

2. Purpose for Reading

a) What is the purpose of this text? (circle the correct answer)

 • to entertain
 • to inform
 • to persuade

Explain why you chose this purpose.

3. Making Connections

a) Fill in the table below with a text-to-text, text-to-self and text-to-world connection    
 that you can make to the text.

`

Connection

Text-to-Text

Text-to-Self

Text-to-World

Words or idea from the text What am I connecting it to?



The History of Codes - Questions 

DateName

COMPREHENSION

4. Predicting

a) If this text was to continue for one more paragraph, what do you predict it would be   
 about? (Choose the best answer) 

 • Where we see Morse code used in modern times.

 • Morse codes use on land.
 • How Morse code would be used in the future.

Explain why you chose this prediction.

5. Research Activity: Some people mistakenly believe that S.O.S stands for ‘Save our Ship’ or 
‘Save our Souls’. Can you find out if the letters S.O.S really have a meaning?



Name: ______________________ Date: _________________ 
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A Cat or a Dog? 

The Ling family would like to get a pet. They are having trouble deciding 

whether to get a cat or a dog. They decided that the best thing to do 

would be to visit the pet store to get more information. 

Mr. Rodgers, the owner of the pet store, told the Ling family that both 

cats and dogs are loyal family pets. He said that dogs are very social and 

like to be around people or other dogs. He explained that cats are 

happier to be by themselves. Mr. Rodgers also said that both cats and 

dogs are carnivores, which means they eat meat.  

“If you are looking for a pet that you can train,” said Mr. Rodgers, “then 

dogs are your best choice. They are quite easy to train. They can also 

obey basic commands like ‘come’ and ‘sit’. On the other hand, cats are 

very difficult to train. It’s possible that they will never learn to follow 

these commands.” 

The Ling family also found out that cats can jump high and love to climb 

trees. Dogs, on the other hand, will spend most of their time on the 

ground. Because of this, they need to get their exercise in other ways. 

Dogs love going on long walks with their owners; whereas most people 

don’t take their cats for a walk to the park! 

After hearing all of the information, the Ling family decided to go home 

and think about which pet would best suit their family. 

 



Name: ______________________ Date: _________________ 
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Comparing and Contrasting 

Comparing is finding how things are the same. Comparing words 

include both, same, alike, in common. 

Contrasting is find how things are different. Contrasting words include 

whereas, although, unlike, instead. 

 

1. Read the text about cats and dogs.  

Using pencils and a ruler: 

a) Underline facts about CATS in red pencil. 

b) Underline facts about DOGS in green pencil. 

c) Underline facts about BOTH CATS AND DOGS in blue pencil. 

 

2. Write down three more ways that cats and dogs are alike. 

a) ___________________________________________________ 

b) ___________________________________________________ 

c) ____________________________________________________ 

 

3. Write down three more ways that cats and dogs are different. 

a) ___________________________________________________ 

b) ___________________________________________________ 

c) ____________________________________________________ 

 



Name: ______________________ Date: _________________ 
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Comparing and Contrasting 

4. Write the facts about cats and dogs from the text into the correct 

columns of the table below. Add your own ideas, too. 

Cats 

 

Dogs 

 

Only Cats Both Cats and Dogs Only Dogs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Look around your house and consider how reliant 

you may be on electricity. You use electricity to 

power the lights that help you to see at night, 

electricity to warm the water for you to have a 

shower and, you guessed it, electricity to cook your 

dinner, which in turn has been kept cool in the 

refrigerator using electricity! 

Electricity is used in many di�erent ways and 

locations all over the world. Think where we might 

be without this revolutionary concept. Most people 

think that electricity was invented, but this is in fact 

incorrect. It actually occurs naturally. An example of 

natural electricity is lightning, which can be seen in 

the sky during a storm. Many objects have been 

invented though that use electricity to work, such 

as light bulbs, batteries and motors. These objects 

were invented many years ago by now well-known 

scientists and inventors, who were noted for their 

determination and curious minds.  

One name that is synonymous with the 

advancement of electricity is Benjamin Franklin. In 

1752, Franklin was curious about lightning and 

decided to conduct an experiment to prove that it 

was electrical. During a thunderstorm, he went out 

and tied a metal key to the bottom of a kite. He 

then waited for a lightning strike and just as he 

suspected it would, electricity from the storm 

clouds �owed down the string, which was wet, and 

gave him an electrical shock. Today, we know not 

to go out in a storm as it can be very dangerous. 

Franklin was very lucky to not be seriously injured. 

Although he put himself in harm’s way, this 

experiment turned out to be one of the most 

important experiments of all time.

Another American inventor who was pivotal in the 

advancement of electricity is Thomas Edison. In 

1879, Edison found a way to use electrical power to 

make light and produced the �rst commercially 

practical incandescent light (the emission of light 

caused by the heating of a �lament). Although 

Edison is often thought of as the inventor of the 

light bulb, he was certainly not the �rst nor the 

only inventor to invent an incandescent light bulb. 

In fact, some historians believe that there were 

over twenty inventors of incandescent lamps prior 

to Edison’s version. However, Edison is often 

credited with the invention because his version 

was able to outstrip the earlier versions with his 

reliable light bulb that could last over 1200 hours.

Advancements in electricity started to move faster 

after these signi�cant �ndings and by the end of 

the 1880’s, small electrical stations based on 

Edison’s designs were in a number of cities. At this 

stage, each station was only able to power a few 

city blocks, but by the 1930’s, the majority of 

people living in larger towns and cities had 

electricity. It took longer for electricity to reach 

rural communities.

Today, most people around the world have access 

to electricity, although we need to ensure that we 

are using this resource wisely. Environmental 

concerns are driving continued advancements in 

the production of electricity and its sustainability. 

Wind power, solar energy using the sun, 

hydroelectricity using water and biofuels using 

plant and animal waste are all being developed. 

The aim of these renewable energy sources is to 

bring down carbon emissions, caused by the 

production of electricity from fossil fuels.

A brief history of electricity



Questions
1) Why is it incorrect to say that electricity was invented?

2) Which two individuals can be credited with the advancement of electricity?      

       

             

3) What does the word ‘synonymous’ mean here?

             

             

4) List as many uses of electricity at your school as you can. What things would be di�cult for you to do at school 

without electricity?

             

             

             

             

5) How many days could a light bulb that lasts 1200 hours be on for before needing to be replaced?

             

             

6) What are some ways that you think electricity would be used di�erently around the world? Do you think 

everyone has the same access to electricity? Why/why not?

             

               

   

7) Do you think it is important for electricity providers to produce electricity that is sustainable? Why?

             

             

             

Name: Date:



Healthy Mind,
Healthy Body
Find Your Sport

Not all sports are for everyone, 
but that doesn’t mean you can’t 
find the right sport for you!

I hate sports. I find 
them boring. Plus, I 
am never any good 
at sports!

Not all sports are as 
competitive as rugby, 
hockey or basketball.
Have you ever tried…

kayaking or 
paddleboarding?

How about kung fu? Kickball can be low-key, 
but it’s great exercise!

Are you going 
to come out 
and play a 
game with us?

Sports are so 
competitive. It’s 
too much pressure!



Ballet is surprisingly 
good for physical 

fitness.

Well, secretly 
I love to…

As important as it 
is to be healthy and 
active, it is equally 
important to do 
something you 
really enjoy. Try 
lots of different 
activities, because 
you never know 
what you might like.

Mindful meditation and 
yoga can improve your 
balance and help you 

remain calm and focused.

Or what about trying 
rock-climbing or 

abseiling?

Those activities sound 
really fun. I don’t 
think I would feel as 
much pressure doing 
those things as when 
I play competitive 
games. What is your 
favourite sport?



Healthy Mind, Healthy Body: Find Your Sport

Questions 

1. What sorts of sports, games or activities do you like to do?

2. What do you think the boy in the story’s reaction is to being exposed to different 
sports?

3. How would you describe the differences between the two main characters?

4. Why do you think the boy said he hated sports?

5. What sorts of activities do you think the boy would be into?

6. What sports or activities would you advise for the boy in the comic? Why?

7. Which one of these sports would you most like to do or try? Why?

8. What purpose did the author have for creating this comic?

COMPREHENSION

Healthy Mind, Healthy Body: Find Your Sport – Worksheet

Name: Date:



Date:

Global Proper Nouns – Worksheet

Name:

Use an atlas or a device to seek the following information: the country, what people live there, a city there, and an iconic 
landmark. Write these proper nouns in the attached boxes.

GRAMMAR



Date:

Common Noun Upgrade – Worksheet

Name:

GRAMMAR

Common Noun Upgrade
As we know, common nouns start with lowercase letters, but do common 
nouns ever get upgraded to proper nouns? Business names are proper nouns 
that often use common nouns in their titles. In this activity, think of your dream 
business. Use the activity to brainstorm common nouns that relate to your 
business, and then ‘upgrade’ chosen words to proper nouns as part of your 
business name. In the blank space at the bottom of the page, draw a shop front 
or billboard advertising your business.

Common nouns relating 
to your business:

Imagine you are pitching your idea to an 
investor. Write a little bit about your business:



Movie Review

Summary
Write a paragraph summarising the plot of the story. Write a review 

providing the main points of the storyline (without giving away spoilers 

for the reader).
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Movie Title:

Main Actors

Main Characters

Film Company

Genre Country Run Time Studio Setting Theme

Director Writer



Date

Plan Your Own Adventure - Template

Name

WRITING

Path A1

Path B1

Path A2

Path B2

Path B

Path AYour Beginning

Plan Your Own Adventure
Plan your writing with a solid beginning, then create alternative storylines which lead in different directions. After you have planned all 
your storylines, use the Choose Your Own Destiny Template or your workbook to create your favourite storyline. You could even write your 
very own ‘choose your adventure’ style story.

Title:



Being famous would be the 
best thing in the world.

Think: 
Do you agree or disagree? Can you think of ideas for both sides of 
this topic?

Plan: 
Plan your writing before you begin and decide what your 
arguments are going to be.

Remember to include: 
•     an introduction – clearly state your choice
•     your arguments with reasons or examples to explain them
•     a conclusion summarising your main points
•     strong language that will persuade your reader – de�nitely, will 
•     paragraphs – start a new paragraph for each new argument.

Remember to check: 
•     that your spelling and punctuation is all correct
•     that you have used sentences
•     that you have stayed on topic
•     that you have edited your writing.



Persuasive Writing - Worksheet

DateName

WRITING

Persuasive Text – OREO Planning Template
Choose whether you are ‘for’ or ‘against’ the title statement. State your opinion in the box below.

Choose three reasons from the prompt to include in your persuasive text. Write these in the boxes below.

Reason 1: Reason 2: Reason 3:

Example 1: Example 2: Example 3:

Think about how to explain each reason using an example. Write some ideas in the boxes below.



DateName

WRITING

Persuasive Writing - Worksheet

Persuasive Text – Scaffold

Title  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Opening statement (State your opinion about the topic of the text).

Reason 1 (State your first reason and provide an example to support it).

Reason 2 (State your second reason and provide an example to support it).

Reason 3 (State your third reason and provide an example to support it).

Concluding statement (Restate your opinion about the topic of the text).



Using Units of Measurement — Questions

DateName

Converting Between Units of Measurement (A)

Convert these length measurements into different units.

a)  90.5 cm =     mm    b)    134 m =     mm

c)  6068 m =     km    d)    888 m =     mm

e)  If a car is 4.50 m in length, what is it in centimetres?

f)  It is 12 065 kilometres from Los Angeles, America to Sydney, Australia. What is it in metres?

1

Convert these mass measurements into different units.

a)  1200 mg =     g    b)     9637 g =    kg

c)  2.5 kg =      g    d)     780 g =     kg

e)  Four bags of rice have a mass of 450 grams. How much do they weigh in milligrams?

f)  Yvonne bought 3 bags of carrots with a mass of 750 grams each. How much do they 
weigh in kilograms altogether?

2

Convert these capacity measurements into different units.

a)  3.4 L =      mL    b) 120 mL =     L

c)  6600 L =     kL    d) 1220 KL =     ML

e)  Which holds more milk: a 3.5 L bottle or a 35 000 mL bottle?

f)  Michael wants 250 mL of cordial for every 1.5 L of water. How much cordial will he need 
for 9 L of water?

3

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY



Using Units of Measurement — Questions

DateName

Converting Between Units of Measurement (B)

Convert these length measurements into different units.

a)  1345 mm =     cm   b)    286 km =     cm

c)  216.16 cm =     mm   d)    40.7 m =     mm

e)  If a bus is 12.3 m in length, what is it in centimetres?

f)  Glenn walked 34.9 km. How far did he walk in centimetres?

1

Convert these mass measurements into different units.

a)    1500 mg =     g   b)    1955 g =     kg

c)    909 g =      kg   d)    1.42 kg =     mg

e)  If 1 lemon weighs 143 g, what is the weight of the lemon in kilograms?

f)  How many 125 g punnets of strawberries are needed to make 2 kg?

2

Convert these capacity measurements into different units.

a)  4 L =     mL    b)    550 mL =     L

c)  60 L =     kL    d)    2.5 ML =     kL

e)  A tank held 3.45 kL. How many litres does the tank hold?

f)  What is the difference in capacity between a 2.5 L bottle of juice and a 250 mL bottle  
of juice?

3

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY
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Name: ______________________ Date: _________________ 

 Page 1 of 3  

Adding and Subtracting Like Fractions 
Answer the addition and subtraction questions.  

Remember to simplify your answers. 

 

a) 
4
7

+ 2
7
 =  

 

 

b) 7
10
− 4

10
 = 

 

c) 2
6

+ 1
6
 = 

 

 

d) 13
15
− 8

15
 = 

 

e) 8
12

+ 5
12

 = 

 

 

f) 7
8
− 5

8
 = 

 

g) 4
9

+ 8
9
 = 

 

 

h) 10
14
− 3

14
 = 

 

i) 3
7

+ 6
7
 = 

 

 

j) 14
20
− 9

20
 = 

 

 



Name: ______________________ Date: _________________ 

 Page 2 of 3  

Adding and Subtracting Unlike Fractions 
Answer the questions by finding a common denominator. 

Remember to simplify your answers. 

 

a) 
3
14

+ 3
7
 =  

 

 

b) 3
5
− 3

10
 = 

 

c) 7
18

+ 1
6
 = 

 

 

d) 11
12
− 1

4
 = 

 

e) 2
9

+ 1
3
 = 

 

 

f) 6
16
− 3

8
 = 

 

g) 16
21

+ 3
7
 = 

 

 

h) 3
4
− 1

2
 = 

 

i) 5
6

+ 1
3
 = 

 

 

j) 17
20
− 6

10
 = 

 



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
Xavier has �ve coloured scarves in a bag. 

In the bag, there are 2 red scarves, 2 yellow scarfs and 
1 blue scarf.

Xavier randomly pulls out one scarf for himself, one for his 
brother and one for his sister.

What coloured scarves might Xavier have pulled out of his bag?

List some possible combinations.



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
Mia has a big bag of jellybeans. There are less than 100 jellybeans 
in the bag.

1/2 of the jellybeans are red.

1/5 of the jellybeans are yellow.

3/10 of the jellybeans are blue.

How many of each jellybean might there be in Mia’s bag? List 
some possibilities.



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
Hector has £7.25 in his pocket.

He has a combination of notes and coins.

What notes and coins might Hector have in his pocket?

List some possibilities.

Choose three of these possibilities to draw.



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
The answer to an addition sum involving fractions is 9/24.

What could the addition sum be?

Could more than two fractions be involved in the sum?

Could di�erent denominators be involved in the sum?

List some possibilities.



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
Heather is thinking of a �ve-digit number. 

The number is greater than 33 000 and less than 34 000.

The digit in the hundreds column is the same as the digit in the 
units column.

All of the digits in the number are odd.

What could Heather’s number be? List some possibilities.



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
Louisa has some 3-D shapes. She wants to use them to help her 
draw a creative picture.

Louisa has 2 spheres, 1 cone, 4 rectangular prisms, 2 triangular 
prisms and 1 cube.

Sometimes, Louisa uses all of the 3-D shapes in her drawing.

Other times, she chooses only some of the shapes to use.

Draw some creative pictures using Louisa’s shapes. 



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
Using the numbers 1, 2, 4, 5 and 10, create at least �ve di�erent 
fractions.

Try and use a variety of numerators and denominators.

Write your fractions in ascending and descending order.

Place your fractions on a number line between 0 and 1.

Draw a picture which represents each fraction.



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
The clothing store is having a special sale.

Customers may choose their discount: 10% o� every item, or 
20% of the total amount spent.

Dresses cost £65, shoes cost £20 and hats cost £10. Delia buys 
one of each.  

Which discount would save her the most money?

Is this always the best choice? Or does it depend on what you buy?

Do some calculations to justify your answer.



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
Dominique’s grade are going on a school outing. There are 160 
students in the grade.

The students must be placed in small groups during the outing.

There must be no less than 4 and no more than 10 students in 
each group.

How many groups could there be? How many students would be 
in each group?

List some possibilities.



Open-ended Maths Task CardsOpen-ended Maths Task Cards

pRoBlEm sOlViNg
The answer to a subtraction sum involving fractions is 3/10.

What could the subtraction sum be?

Could more than two fractions be involved in the sum?

Could di�erent denominators be involved in the sum?

List some possibilities.



Your family loves to play mini golf! You play 
together all the time… after school, on the weekend, 
during the holidays… whenever you have a free 
moment, it is time for a family game of mini golf!

You have suggested, because you play mini golf so 
often, you should have a mini golf hole in your own 
backyard. Your parents have agreed, provided that 
you take full responsibility for designing the hole 
and that you work within a financial budget. 

Materials for the inner surface and the outer boundary of the hole must be purchased from 
your local golf supplies shop, Gavin’s Golf Gear. You can also purchase other supplies you will 
need (golf equipment and novelty features for your hole) from this store.  

Your parents have asked you to submit a detailed diagram and financial plan for the mini golf 
hole. You must provide a list of the materials and equipment to be purchased, the quantity of 
each item required, the total cost per item and the overall cost of the project.

Create a detailed diagram 
and financial plan for your 
mini golf hole.

Follow the conditions,
which are outlined below.

• The mini golf hole must occupy a total area of between 5 square
 metres and 7 square metres.

• At least 70% of your mini golf hole must be surfaced with short grass.

• The shape of your mini golf hole must have more than 4  sides. No quadrilaterals allowed!

• The boundary of the mini golf hole must consist of straight lines only.

• The mini golf hole must contain at least one novelty item and one flag hole.

• You must purchase enough clubs and balls for the family members you will be playing with. 

• Materials and equipment must be purchased from Gavin’s Golf Gear using the catalogue   
 provided.

• You must not exceed the budget of £300.

Financial 
Mathematics

Let’s Play Mini Golf!



1. Check your understanding of the task

Carefully read through the task and the list of conditions. If there are any 
instructions that you do not understand, ask your teacher to explain them to you. 

2. Design your mini golf hole 

Use the grid paper provided to draw and label a design for your mini golf hole. Check 
that the design you have drawn meets the area and shape conditions.

3. Calculate your material quantities 

Use the table provided to calculate the quantity of each surface material and 
boundary material needed to construct your mini golf hole.

4. Create your financial plan

List the materials, golf equipment and novelty items you need, the quantities required 
and the total cost for each on the worksheets provided. Once you have chosen 
everything you need, calculate the cost.

5. Calculate the total cost and make adjustments if necessary

Calculate the total cost of materials, golf equipment and novelty items you have 
selected. If your total is over the agreed budget, you will need to adjust your 
selections and recheck your totals until your costs are under (or on) budget.

6. Submit your design and financial plan

Once your design and financial plan is completed, submit it to your teacher.

                                 

The Materials
• A lead pencil
• Coloured pencils
• A ruler 
• An eraser



Date

Financial Mathematics Investigation - Worksheet

Name

☕ INVESTIGATION

Design Plan
Draw your mini golf hole design on the grid below. Label the dimensions. Use colours to 
shade the different surfaces used and record these in the key provided.

Total surface area: 
 
 
Total perimeter:

Key 
 
 Short grass

 Long grass 

 Sand

Design Notes:

1 square = 0.25 square metres

0.
5 

m

0.5 m



Date

Financial Mathematics Investigation - Worksheet

Name

☕ INVESTIGATION

Quantity Calculations
Use the table below to calculate the quantity of surface materials and boundary materials 
that you will need to construct your mini golf hole. Refer to your design diagram to help you.

Surface Materials

The surface materials that I have chosen are: short grass / long grass / sand.

Use your design sketch to calculate how much of each surface material you will need for 
your hole.

Remember, at least 70% of your hole’s surface must be covered with short grass.

Boundary Material

The boundary material that I have chosen is: timber planks / plastic garden edging / 
stone pavers.

In the space below, calculate how much of this material you will need to complete your 
boundary.

Short grass needed:                      Long grass needed:                      Sand needed:                      

Quantity of boundary material needed:                    



Bags of sandShort grass

Timber planks Plastic garden
edging

Stone pavers

Long grass

Premium Quality

Sand

20KG1  234567 891011

Locally Sourced

£17.50

£3.00 £9.00 £2.00

£9.50 £4.00

1 m (l) x 1 m (w) x 0.1 m (h) 1 m (l) x 1 m (w) x 0.2 m (h)

1 m (l) x 0.1 m (w) x 0.05 m
2 m (l) x 0.01 m (w) x 0.15 m (h)

0.25 m (l) x 0.1 m (w) x 0.03 m (h)

1 x 20 kg bag covers 0.5 square
metres

SURFACE MATERIALSSURFACE MATERIALS

BOUNDARY MATERIALSBOUNDARY MATERIALS



Loop Tunnel

Windmill Eiffel Tower

Pack of 6 balls Hole and flagClubs

Bridge

Lighthouse

Golf BallsGolf Balls

£6.50

 £27.00

£4.50 £6.00 £7.50

£7.50£5.50

£35.00£22.50

NOVELTY ITEMSNOVELTY ITEMS

GOLF EQUIPMENTGOLF EQUIPMENT



☕

Financial Mathematics Investigation - Worksheet

DateName

INVESTIGATION

Mini Golf Course Financial Plan – Surface and Boundary Materials

Item Description Price Quantity Required Working Out 
(show your working) Total Amount

e.g. short grass £17.50 per square metre 4 square metres £17.50 x 4 = £70.00

SURFACE AND BOUNDARY MATERIALS TOTAL =



☕

Financial Mathematics Investigation - Worksheet

DateName

INVESTIGATION

Mini Golf Course Financial Plan – Equipment and Novelty Items

Item Description Price Quantity Required Working Out 
(show your working) Total Amount

e.g. golf clubs £4.50 4 £4.50 x 4 = £18.00

EQUIPMENT AND NOVELTY ITEMS TOTAL = 



Date

Financial Mathematics Investigation - Worksheet

Name

☕ INVESTIGATION

Final Calculations and Checklist

Surface and Boundary Materials Total =  

Golf Equipment and Novelty Items Total =

 
GRAND TOTAL =

 
Budget Amount = 

                          
Grand Total =

 
FUNDS LEFTOVER =

       

      

 
      

 
       

 
      

 
      

The total amount I have spent on my mini golf hole is      .

This is      under the agreed budget of     .  

► The area of my mini golf hole is between 5 square metres and 7 square  metres.

► The shape of my mini golf hole has more than 4 sides.

► The boundary of my mini golf hole consists of straight sides only.

► I have purchased at least one novelty item and one flag hole.

► I have purchased enough clubs and balls for my family members.

► I have not exceeded the set budget of £300.

+

-



Date

Financial Mathematics Investigation - Worksheet

Name

☕ INVESTIGATION

Reflection

1. What affected the decisions you made when selecting surface and boundary    
 materials? 

2. What affected the decisions you made when selecting equipment and novelty    
 items?

3. Did you find it difficult to adhere to the set budget? Why or why not?

4. What new knowledge and skills did you learn by completing this investigation?

 



International Holiday at Five Wonders Theme Park
Scenario

You have been planning a trip with your family/friends for a long time. It has always been a 
dream to go on an international trip to the city that is home to Five Wonders Theme Park – 
the best theme park in the world! Organising a trip overseas is a big deal and will take a bit 
of effort. You have been asked to plan the trip and work out how much it will cost, ensuring 
that everyone knows how much they have to budget. You will need to include flights, food, 
accommodation, transport, entertainment and entry fees for any other attractions you plan 
to visit.

Task Criteria
• You have one week to spend in this international city. You need to plan at least one day 

at Five Wonders Theme Park and include a detailed account of the time spent on each 
activity during your day there.

• You plan to spend the rest of your time exploring the city. Research the city’s 
attractions, how much it costs to visit them, and how much time you can spend  
at each one.

• You will have to research the city’s transport system and document your use of the 
local transport. The City Centre station on the Five Wonders Train Service Map will be 
the central station of your destination city. Locate your city’s central train station and 
create a diagram that shows the transport lines to and from it. 

• Keep a detailed log of what you do and how much you spend each day.
• From your log, create diary entries to describe your experiences in a creative way.
• Write a flight log for each flight you are planning, including any flight connections that 

need to be made.
• Document where you ate and how much it cost. This could be at Five Wonders or at 

any place you find when you research what is available.
• Check with your teacher for any additions that would make your holiday more exciting.

Set Parameters 
Circle one of the following. This needs to be confirmed by your teacher.

City in International Country
Decided by the teacher/ Decided by the student. 

City: 

Set Budget
Free choice/Designated/Class fixed

$_______________________ / Unlimited

Name: Date:



Let the Holiday Planning Begin!
Accommodation
You can choose from the Five Wonders Resort or the Camping Grounds, or you can do your 
own research and find accommodation in your destination city. Remember, if you do this, 
you will need to research how you would get from there to your central station and the other 
attractions you visit.

Place:

Number of people:

Cost per night:

Price total:

Flights
Research online the closest international airport to your location and how you plan to get to 
your destination city. The idea is to get there in the most direct way, unless your class has 
been set a strict budget. If this is the case, you may need to find more indirect routes that 
will cost less. Make sure you document a flight log for every flight you take, including all flight 
connections.

Daily Timetable
It is important that you keep track of your daily movements, as this will guide you with 
what you can do, where you can go, and how much it all costs. Make sure everything is 
documented, from your arrival at your destination, time spent at various attractions and 
eating out, plus the cost of everything, including where you sleep. If you go past the limited 
timeframe provided, you can get another sheet to continue your timetable. This is important, 
as each day you will need to record a creative diary entry, talking about your exciting day, plus 
add the highlights into your weekly planner. You must attend the theme park for at least one 
day or for one Token Night.

Diary Entries
This is where your visualising skills will come in handy, as you need to describe your 
international holiday as though you are actually living it. Turn the sequence of events from 
your daily timetable into a descriptive piece of writing. Write one per day, and really describe 
what everything looked and felt like. Researching images of things you are planning to see 
might help you achieve this.

Mapping
Ensure that you colour in the countries you have visited on your journey. This includes the 
countries you stopped at between flights. Add a neat flight tracking line between these 
countries.

Name: Date:



Transport
In this activity you need to combine the Five Wonders transport system with the transport 
system in your destination city. This has been designed to join the Central City station with 
whichever central train station is in the city you are researching. For example, if Five Wonders 
was in Paris, you might want to visit the Eiffel Tower. You would therefore need to organise 
your bus and train from Five Wonders to the Central City station pick-up point, and then 
research how you would get from the central train station in Paris (Gare du Nord train station) 
to the Eiffel Tower. Often, mapping websites and apps are a fantastic tool to use to do this 
quickly and accurately.

Name: Date:



Daily Timetable
Date:                                                          

Write the daily sequence of your events in order and add the cost of each event. This will also 
be the plan for your diary entry and basic weekly timetable.

Start Time End Time Event Cost

Name: Date:



BOARDING PASS

No : 12475749000000000000
TO:

FROM:

AIRLINE:

DEPARTURE TIME: ARRIVAL TIME: FLIGHT DURATION: PRICE:

WEBSITE:

BOARDING PASS

No : 12475749000000000000
TO:

FROM:

AIRLINE:

DEPARTURE TIME: ARRIVAL TIME: FLIGHT DURATION: PRICE:

WEBSITE:

BOARDING PASS

No : 12475749000000000000
TO:

FROM:

AIRLINE:

DEPARTURE TIME: ARRIVAL TIME: FLIGHT DURATION: PRICE:

WEBSITE:



Flight Log

Flight Compass

Colour in the direction you are 

travelling (from your city of origin to 

your destination).

Seating

If there are ______ seats in a  row, and        

__________ rows in the plane, there will be 

__________ seats on the plane.

Stick boarding pass here

Place a dot where your seat 

is located in the plane. 



World Clock
Flight Log

Departure

Arrival

Time at city of origin:

time at destination:

Time at city of origin:

time at destination:

Fill in the following 

details in 24-hour time.

Write your destination city underneath the 

correct continent. Add a city of your 

choice to the rest of the continents, 

including your own home city. Draw a time 

of your choice on the clock above your home 

city. Using the time zone map, calculate 

what time it is in each of the cities you 

have chosen. Make sure you record different 

cities the next time you complete this 

activity.

City: __________________

America

12

3

6

9

City: __________________

Asia

12

3

6

9

City: __________________

Oceania

12

3

6

9

City: __________________

HOME

12

3

6

9

City: __________________

Europe

12

3

6

9

City: __________________

Africa

12

3

6

9



Time Zone Map
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Diary Plan

Something New A Challenge

= ___%                       

= ___%                       

Five Highlights of the Day
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Trip Related Grammar
 Noun:

Pronoun:

Proper Noun:

Verb:

Adverb:

Preposition:

Conjunction:

Colour Adjective:

3 Wow Words:



Diary Entry

TRAVEL

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Date: ___ / ___ / ____



COLOSSAL CINEMAS
Jumanji   10:00     13:30     17:45

Detective Pikachu 11:45

Coco   12:15     15:40     19:20

Captain America 10:50     14:30

Jurassic Park  13:40     19:50     21:30

Spider-Man:  12:55     19:20     21:00

Homecoming

MOVIE SCHEDULED SESSIONS

MOVIE OF THE WEEK

TICKET PRICES
Ticket      Movie of the Week
$20.00          $12.00

$15.00          $9.00

$50.00          $30.00

Adult
Child
Family* 
*2 adults/2 children

SNACK ITEMS

Hot Dog       $6.50

Nachos       $9.00

Mac and Cheese Balls    $7.50

Jalapeno Poppers     $7.50

Fries        $6.00

HOT FOOD

Popcorn   $6.00     $7.00     $8.00

So� Drinks   $4.00     $5.00     $6.50

Candy Cup  $4.00     $6.00     $7.00

Ice Cream       $5.00

Movie Merch Combo $15

Hot Stu� Combo $16

Trio Combo $10



Movie of the Times
Scenario
Movies have changed a lot over the last century. Technology has changed movie-making 
significantly since 1910, and other contributing factors – such as the writing of screenplays, 
movie styles and genres, casting and acting techniques – have also developed in different 
ways. Highlight or circle one of the decades below, and then compare and contrast the 
elements of a movie made in that decade with the elements of one made today.  

1910s 1920s 1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s

Task Criteria
Look at the Colossal Cinemas movie board and re-create a new board showing movies from 
the decade you have chosen to compare and contrast. 

Make sure you include:

• at least ten movies that screened during your chosen decade
• a menu of food items that would have been sold back then
• the cost of a movie ticket at that time.

Questions
1. What previews do you think would have been shown?

2. What is an ‘intermission’? Would movies have had intermissions in your chosen decade?

3. What would the audience have done during intermission?

4. What kind of clothes would people have worn to the movies in your chosen decade?

Follow-up Activities
For homework, watch a movie from your selected list. Complete a Movie Review and 
Character Study.

Complete a Venn diagram that compares and contrasts movies playing at the cinemas today 
with movies from your chosen decade.

Name: Date:



9

8

17

19

16

15

12

14

18

13

10

3

2

5

7

6

4

1

11

29

35

33

27

36

32
34

34

28

31

30

22

23
25

21

20

26
24



FIVE WONDERS
THEME PARK

Burger Bar Entrance / Ticket Office

Resort

Cabins

Picnic Tables Restrooms

Gift Shop

Park Map

Camping Grounds

Parking Lot

Bus Bays

Pizza Parlour

Señor El Taco

Popcorn Time

Wonderful Café

Hot Dog Stand

Cotton Candy

29 35

32

34

36

33

30

31

27

28

22

23

21

20

ATTRACTIONS

FOOD & DRINK FACILITIES

25

26

24

9

8

17

19

16

15

12

14 18

13

10

5

7

6

4

11

“The Treasure 
Trove”

“Splash World”

“Fairy Wonderland” “The Final Frontier”

“Triassic Park”

Slip & Slide Gold Rush

Mount 
Vesuvius
The Slither 
House
Welcome to 
the Jungle

Tidal Time

Escargot 
Escape
Splash 
Space

3

2

1 Shark 
Attack
The Flying 
Dutchman

Treasure 
Island

The Magic Wheel

Swan Lake

Spilling the Tea

Candy Carousel

Lost in Deep Space

Zimm’s Doom

Blast Off!

Magneto’s Grasp



FIVE WONDERS
THEME PARK

Pass Prices

Token Night Ticket Prices
Token Nights: 8 pm to 12 am on the first 
and last Friday of each month.

Single-day Pass

Adult $95

$80

$300

+$30

$100

$85

$310

+$50

$120

$100

$350

+$100

Child–12 yr

Family 
(2 children, 
2 adults)

Express Pass 
(No wait times)

3-day Pass 12-month Pass

Off-peak special: take 40% off ticket prices from 15/05–15/08.
Opening Hours: 8 am to 8 pm. Open all public holidays.

Rides Token Prices
Shark Attack

The Flying Dutchman

Treasure Island

Slip and Slide

Tidal Time

Escargot Escape

Splash Space

Gold Rush

Mount Vesuvius

The Slither House

Welcome to the Jungle

The Magic Wheel

Swan Lake

Spilling the Tea

Candy Carousel

Lost in Deep Space

Zimm’s Doom

Blast Off!

Magneto’s Grasp

$4

$4

Free

$3

$3

$4

$3

$6

$6

$3

$5

$4

$3

$4

$4

$5

$6

$6

$5

PARK INFO



Five Wonders Transport Timetable
Transport Times

From Station To Station Travel
Duration

International

Domestic

Domestic

Transfer Centre

Transfer Centre

Central City

Central City

Entertainment
District

Transfer Centre

La Chateau Royale

La Chateau Royale

Five Wonders
Camping Grounds

Five Wonders
Camping Grounds

Five Wonders
Theme Park

Note:  All trains leave on the hour and then every 15 
minutes. Combine your transfers to figure out the 
number of zones crossed and the pricing. 

5 minutes

2 minutes

5 minutes

15 minutes

5 minutes

10 minutes

20 minutes

Zone Prices

One-way Ticket Return Ticket

1 zone

2 zones

$2.50

$3.20

$4.90

$6.40

$8.50

$10.80

$13.40

3 zones

4 zones

5 zones

6 zones

7 zones

$4.00

$6.00

$8.50

$10.50

$13.00

$15.50

$18.00

Stations that border zones make up one zone on 
each side. Calculate your journey by adding the zone 
you are in to each zone you pass through. E.g. For 
Domestic to Central City, Domestic begins in one zone 
(Zone 3) and you cross 3 more (Zones 2, 1 and 2 again) 
for a total of 4 zones. Use the Train Service Map to 
see where lines lead and which zones you will cross.



Key

Airport Line
Entertainment
District Line
Eastern Line
Suburbia Line
Five Wonders
Line
Bus

Train Service Map

Zone 3Zone 4

Zone 2Zone 3

Zone 2

Zone 1

International Domestic

Transfer
Centre

Central City

Entertainment
District

La Chateau
Royale

Five Wonders
Camping Grounds

Five Wonders

1

34

3

2

2
3

3

3
4



Ride Wait Times and Scheduled Closures
Rides Average Wait Time Peak Average Wait Time

From 10 am to 2 pm
Scheduled Closure 

for Maintenance

Shark Attack
The Flying Dutchman
Treasure Island
Slip and Slide
Tidal Time
Escargot Escape
Splash Space
Gold Rush
Mount Vesuvius
The Slither House
Welcome to the Jungle
The Magic Wheel
Swan Lake
Spilling the Tea
Candy Carousel
Lost in Deep Space
Zimm’s Doom
Blast Off!
Magneto’s Grasp

15 minutes
5 minutes
None
5 minutes
None
10 minutes
None
30 minutes
40 minutes
None
15 minutes
10 minutes
10 minutes
5 minutes
2 minutes
5 minutes
45 minutes
40 minutes
5 minutes

30 minutes
20 minutes
None
15 minutes
None
20 minutes
None
1 hour 20 minutes
2 hours
None
45 minutes
25 minutes
30 minutes
15 minutes
10 minutes
5 minutes
2 hours 30 minutes
1 hour 30 minutes
35 minutes

July
February
November
July
June–July
August
July–August
March
February
June–August
September
February
June
October
April
March
February
October
November



Five Wonders Accommodation and Holiday Packages
La Chateau Royale (Five Wonders Resort)

1 person 2 people 4 people

$1000 / night

$500 / night

$300 / night

$200 / night

$1000 / night

$800 / night

$500 / night

$300 / night

$2000 / night

$1000 / night

$800 / night

$500 / night

For more than 4 people, please call our reception to 
ask about special deals.
Off-peak season: May–August
All La Chateau Royale guests receive free theme park 
and bus passes for the duration of their stay.

1–3 Nights 4–6 Nights 7+ Nights

Family Tent
Maximum of 5 
people

Backpacker
Room Share

Single 
Studio Cabin

2 Single 
Bunk Cabin

3 Single 
Bunk Cabin

4 Single 
Bunk Cabin

$100 / night

$60 / night

$110 / night

$190 / night

$230 / night

$300 / night

$80 / night

$40 / night

$90 / night

$160 / night

$200 / night

$280 / night

$50 / night

$20 / night

$80 / night

$140 / night

$180 / night

$250 / night

If multiple cabins are needed, please contact our 
office to ask about special deals.
Off-peak season: April–September

Five Wonders Camping Grounds

2–3  Nights

4 –6 Nights

7+ Nights

1 Night



Popcorn Time

$8

$8

$9

$9

$10

$6

$5

$5

$6

$6

$7

$4

8% surcharge on holidays

Butter and Salted

Small Large

Kettle

Caramel

Nacho Cheese

Chocolate

Soft Drink

Wonderful Café

$4

$6

$5

$4

$4

$5

$8

$8

$10

$6

$7

$7

5% surcharge on holidays

6-pack Sushi

Filled Roll

Toasted Sandwich

Cheese Croissant

Savoury Pie

Sausage Roll

Lamington

Custard Slice

Big Cookie

Soft Drink 600 ml

Water 600 ml

Coffee

Cotton Candy

Small

Medium

Large

Soft Drink

$6

$8

$10

$2

15% surcharge on holidays

Hot Dog Stand

Classic Hot Dog

Corn Dog

Chilli dog

Fries

Veggie Dog

Milkshake

$13

$8

$15

$6

$13

$6

12% surcharge on holidays

FIVE WONDERS
THEME PARK

EATS



Burger Bar

Cheese Burger

Chicken Burger

Fish Burger

Combo

Fries

Soft Drink

$10

$10

$10

Burger price +$5

$4

$4

2% surcharge on holidays

Señor El Taco

Beef Taco

Chicken Taco

Bean Taco

Nachos

Soft Drink

Chocolate Churros

$7

$8

$6

$10

$3

$8

8% surcharge on holidays

Pizza Parlour

Margarita

Three Cheese

Meat Lovers

Hawaiian

Garlic Bread

Large Arancini

Drink 300 ml

$12

$12

$12

$12

$5

$5

$4

0% surcharge on holidays

FIVE WONDERS
THEME PARK

EATS



Why do you think all 
attractions are 

scheduled to be open 
during some months? 

Which months 
are they?

What is one thing 
you notice about 

scheduled closures 
in each area of the 

park? Why?

Why do you think 
Escargot Escape is 

called that?

How many examples 
of alliteration can you 
find in the theme park 

stimulus?

Why do you think so 
many attractions are 

closed from June 
to August?

Why would The Slither 
House be closed from 

June to August?

LiteracyLiteracy Literacy

MathematicsScience Science



At Burger Bar, you 
bought 4 combos on 

Labour Day. What was 
the total cost of your 

lunch?

What months do 
you predict will have 

longer average 
wait times?

Why do you think 
some attractions have 

no wait times?

Using alliteration, 
rename the 

following rides:
1. Blast Off

2. Spilling the Tea
3. Welcome to the 

Jungle.

Why might 10 am to 
2 pm be the peak 

hours for ride wait 
time?

Ranking by peak 
average wait times, 

what are the 10 most 
popular rides?

MathematicsLiteracy Literacy

MathematicsMathematics Mathematics



How much would your 
family pass be if you 

bought it during 
off-peak times?

How can you tell the 
map is a simplified 
model of what the 

theme park actually 
looks like? What clues 

can you find?

How many trains do 
you need to catch to 

get from the 
International to 

Central City?

Which pass would suit 
your family if you 

lived locally? Show 
how you calculated 

the cheapest
pass price. 

Which pass would suit 
your family if you 
were visiting for a 

week? Show how you 
calculated the 

cheapest pass price.

Why would May to 
August be off-peak?

MathematicsLiteracy Mathematics

LiteracyMathematics Science



In the accommodation 
section, what do you 

notice about the price 
per night  when you 

stay more nights?

All of the rides that
are closed in July have
one thing in common, 

except one. Which one?

Which Five Wonders 
themes include rides 
that don’t represent 

that theme? What 
rides are they?

Where would you go 
to buy the cheapest 
can of soft drink in 

the park?

How many TV or movie 
references can you 

find, and where have 
you seen them before?

What is the cheapest 
food, side and drink 

combo you can 
calculate from the 

various food places?

LiteracyLiteracy Mathematics

ScienceMathematics Mathematics



How much would a 
Single-day Express 

Pass cost 8 adults and 
8 children? Try to 

calculate the 
cheapest price.

If I bought a cheese 
croissant, a big cookie 
and a coffee for lunch 
from the same place, 

where did I buy lunch?

For the Northern 
Hemisphere, how 

would the peak visitor 
times change?

The Magic Wheel can 
hold 6 people per car, 

how many people 
could it hold in total?

How long would it 
take you to wait for 

every ride if you used 
the Express Pass?

If 2 people were 
staying in Central City 

and visited the park 
for 1 week, how 

much would their 
travel fares cost 

in total?

MathematicsGeography Mathematics

LiteracyMathematics Mathematics



Why do you think 
passes are cheaper in 

off-peak seasons?

How many modes of 
transport are evident 

from the Train 
Service Map?

How many eateries 
sell a dessert item?

Write directions to 
get from the Hot 
Dog Stand to the 

Blast Off entrance.

Why would the 
Camping Grounds have 
a longer off-peak time 

than the Resort?

Why are the menus 
at Five Wonders 

so limited?

LiteracyMathematics Geography

MathematicsLiteracy Literacy



Why might people 
choose to stay in the 

Camping Grounds 
rather than at

the Resort?

How much does a 
family of 4 save by 

buying a family pass 
instead of individual 

tickets?

List five creatures you 
might find in The 

Slither House.

Do you think visitors
should have to be 

a certain height to ride 
Zimm’s Doom? Explain 

your reasoning. 

What types of people 
would most likely 
choose to stay in 
accommodation 

closest to the park?

What reasons 
could there be for 
having peak and 

off-peak times for 
accommodation 

prices?

LiteracyScience Mathematics

MathematicsLiteracy Mathematics



It is a 30-degree 
Celsius day and your 
ice cream is starting 
to melt. Where might 
you go in the park to 

eat it, and why?

All of the ride names 
are capitalised, but 
only some include 

proper nouns. 
Which are they?

Why might people 
buy Express Passes?

Write a daily feeding 
schedule for an animal 

that lives in The 
Slither House, based 

on its needs 
and lifestyle.

Compose a job 
advertisement for a 

reptile keeper for The 
Slither House. 

What skills would 
be needed?

Which ride names 
include words that 
create suspense? 

What is their purpose?

ScienceLiteracy Science

LiteracyScience Literacy



Draw a map that gives 
directions from The 

Magic Wheel to 
Wonderful Café.

Write a rules list for 
people to follow at 

Splash World.

The Hot Dog Stand 
wants some new menu 

offerings. Create 
three new flavours 

that use alliteration.

What words can you 
find in ride names that 

show action or 
motion? Why were 

they used?

Every second cart is 
out of action on Mount 
Vesuvius during peak 

time. How long will 
the wait time be as 

a result?

Choose a ride and 
write safety 

guidelines explaining 
how to ride it safely. 

MathematicsLiteracy Literacy

LiteracyGeography Literacy



I am lost! I can see 
four tables and chairs 
outside a café. I need 

to get to the Pizza 
Parlour. What 

direction do I head?

One of the food 
establishments is 
introducing a new 

food item. They are 
already selling 

arancini. Which place 
is this?

I am lost! On my left, I 
see a big coffee cup. 
On my right, I see a 

wooden cabin. How do 
I get to the restrooms 
near Swan Lake from 

where I am?

Create a Y-Chart that 
explains how the 

theme park looks, 
feels and sounds.

Write a persuasive 
writing piece that 

urges your teacher to 
take your class to Five 
Wonders Theme Park.

Write a park 
sustainability policy 
to minimise waste, 

pollution and rubbish 
at Five Wonders 

Theme Park.

LiteracyGeography Literacy

LiteracyGeography Science



What kind of music do 
you imagine would be 
playing at five of the 

park’s attractions?

Which rides use push 
and pull forces? 

Create a Venn diagram 
that compares the 

forces used across all 
of the rides.

Where does the name 
The Flying Dutchman 

come from? 

How do we know Five 
Wonders is a 

fictitious place?

Write a job application 
to apply for the role of 

manager of Five 
Wonders Theme Park.

Write a review for the 
theme park, and give 

it a star-rating.

LiteracyHistory Literacy

ScienceMusic Literacy



Which do you think 
would be your 

favourite ride? Why?

I am lost! I am sitting 
on a swing and I can 

see swan boats and a 
palm tree. Where am I?

Create a piece of 
music that mimics 

how you think one of 
the rides would sound.

Design a sign 
for a specific ride.

Zimm’s Doom passes 
the planets of our 

solar system in order. 
What would this 

order be?

What form of 
transport could be 
implemented in the 
park for easy access 

for those who are less 
mobile or who are 

easily tired?

ScienceMusic Visual Arts

GeographyLiteracy Literacy



Create a new type of 
animal (which has just 
been discovered) to go 

in The Slither House. 
Base it on at least two 

other real-life 
creatures.

Research an animal 
that existed in the 

Triassic Period. Write a 
paragraph about 

that animal.

Draw a quick sketch of 
a bird’s-eye view of 

the park.

List ride sizes from 
smallest to largest. 

Discuss your decisions 
and compare them 

with those of 
your peers.

The swan boats are 
becoming a bit 

outdated. What other 
bird could you use to 

replace the swans in a 
new design?

Draw a model.

Order the rides from 
the most soothing to 

the most intense.

Visual ArtsVisual Arts Mathematics

ScienceScience Science



Categorise the rides 
into different types.

List the items that 
might be for sale at 

the gift shop and 
their prices

Write a narrative 
about your day at Five 
Wonders Theme Park.

Write a script for a 
tour guide for five of 

the rides. 
Ensure you include 

plenty of adjectives 
and adverbs.

Draw a Venn diagram 
comparing the rides 

The Flying Dutchman 
and Welcome to 

the Jungle.

Write about what the 
ride Lost in Deep 

Space would be like. 
What happens when 

you go inside?

LiteracyLiteracy Literacy

MathematicsLiteracy Literacy



If you arrived at the 
Transfer Centre at 
3:18 pm, what time 

would the next train 
to Central City be?

How many train zones 
would you cross if you 

were travelling from 
the International 

Airport to the 
Entertainment 

District?

How much would a 
return trip from the 
Camping Grounds to 

Central City cost?

How many trains 
would you need to 

catch to get from Five 
Wonders to the 

Domestic Airport?

Write a schedule 
for this journey:

International Airport,
Camping Grounds,

Entertainment District, 
Camping Grounds.

Create a bulk price pass 
for this train line that 
provides value for the 

customer but also 
revenue for the 
train company.

MathematicsMathematics Mathematics

MathematicsMathematics Geography



How long would it 
take to get from 

Central City to Five 
Wonders Theme Park?

Which lines can you 
change trains at, 

and which only have 
one line passing
through them?

Where do you think 
the Eastern and 

Suburbia lines go?

What do the arrows 
at the end of the 

transport lines mean?

Why do you think 
the train line stops at 
the Resort and does 

not continue on 
from there?

How long would it 
take to get from the 

International Airport 
to Central City?

LiteracyGeography Mathematics

GeographyMathematics Mathematics



How much money
do you save buying
a child’s ticket to the
Movie of the Week
instead of buying
the general ticket?

How much
would it cost 
to buy all the 

Hot Stu� Combo
items individually?

Which movie
title includes a

made-up word?

Which movie do
you think the

Movie Merch combo
represents?

How much time
is there between the

first and last session of 
     Jurassic Park?

Why do you think
there is a Movie

of the Week?

MathematicsLiteracy Literacy

MathematicsMathematics Literacy



Why do you think
a family ticket 

includes 2 adults 
and 2 children?

How much 
would it cost for 
3 children and 

1 adult to go to a
general movie and
to each get a Trio

Combo?

Why do you think

only has one
screening each day?

Detective Pikachu
What do you think
the di�erent tiered 
prices next to the 

snack items mean?

How much do you
save when buying
the family ticket 

instead of individual 
tickets for 2 adults and 

2 children?

What features
on the movie

board relate to
the experience
of going to the

cinema?

MathematicsLiteracy Literacy

MathematicsMathematics Literacy



Which movies 
only screen in 
the a�ernoon 
or evening?

Place the movies in
 order of what you 

think their 'audience 
rating' is. Start with

 those that have a PG 
rating, up to those

 that have an M rating.

Which food
combo would

you buy for your
chosen movie?

Why?

What time do you
think the cinemas
open and close?

Why?

Create a new
movie board with

your own times
and Movie of the

Week. Create three 
combos that use 

the available food.

Why do you think 
this cinema is called 
Colossal Cinemas?

Literacy Mathematics

Literacy

Literacy
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Two families went
to the movies and
each member got 

a Movie Merch
Combo. How

much did they
spend in total?

Why is
there an

* (asterisk) next
to Family?

What food items that
you o�en see at the 

cinema are not 
on this menu?

What release
dates did each of

these movies
have? Use the

internet to
research.

If you had
$30 to spend,

what would your
cinematic experience

include?

How many
cinemas do you 

think Colossal
Cinemas has?

MathematicsLiteracy Inquiry
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Colossal Cinemas now
has a 3D cinema. 

Tickets cost an 
additional $5 per
ticket type. Create

a price list for
all tickets.

What type of so� 
drinks would be 

on o�er at 
the cinema? 
List at least 
five types.

Why does ice
cream only have

one price?

Why do you think
popcorn is always

on sale at the
cinemas?

Colossal Cinemas
opens a luxury

cinema that costs
60% more for each

ticket type. How
much would it cost
for a family ticket?

How would you 
convert the movie 
board session times

 to 12-hour times?

MathematicsMathematics Literacy
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Which do you think would
weigh the most: a large
cup of popcorn, a large

cup of so� drink, or a 
medium candy cup? 
Explain your answer.

Colossal Cinemas is 
opening two new 
locations in the 

entertainment districts
of London and New York. 
 What are the names of

these districts?

Colossal Cinemas 
wants to change their 

Hot Stu� Combo. 
What two varieties 
should they have? 
Create an isometric
 drawing of them.

Write a review of one
of these movies and give 

it a star-rating from
one to five stars.

One of the popcorn
machines is not heating 

to its maximum 
temperature. Predict how
that will a�ect the number

of kernels that pop.

You can now buy tickets
 online. Ticket prices

 are 10% o�, but you need 
to pay a $2 booking fee.

 How much would 
a family ticket cost?

Lorem ipsumScienceMathematics Literacy
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Besides selling tickets 
and food, how else 

can cinemas 
make money?

Which food items
 might you need to 

eat as soon as 
possible, and which 

ones could you graze 
on throughout the 

entire movie?

A movie might run 
for 120 minutes, 
but the movie 

session is 140 minutes. 
Why might that be?

Why do you think 
burgers may not be 

a great food to 
have at the cinema?

Use a Venn diagram 
to show the di�erences

 between movies
 released in the 

1920s and movies
 released today.

For the opening night
of                tickets 

are selling at 60% o�. 
How much would an 

adult and child 
ticket each cost?

           Jumanji, 
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What is the 
maximum number 

of movies 
you could 

see in one day?

Re-create the
 movie board 
to make sure

 all movies are
 PG or G-rated.

If a person was vegan, 
what might they 
be able to eat at 
this cinema? Why?

Create a healthy choice
 menu that would

 compete with 
the current 

unhealthy options.

How could you 
achieve a three-movie 
marathon in one day? 

Use the internet to look up
movie length, and then

make a timetable..

A�er seeing            
            , your 

friend suggests
 you sneak 

in to see           
 for free. What 

do you do?

                       Captain 
America          

                   Coco
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Decide what the Movie
of the Week will be next 

week and create a
poster and a combo 

deal to promote it.

Colossal Cinemas is 
not doing well. 

Write some 
suggestions for how

it could gain
 more customers.

It is your parents’ 
anniversary and 

you have $50 to plan 
a movie night for them. 
What movies and food
would you organise?

Research all of the
 pros and cons

of digital movies 
and film-projected 

movies. Use a 
Venn diagram to 
compare them.

Research release dates
and rearrange the movie

board so it is in
descending order from
earliest to latest release.

Research the movies
 playing at your 

local cinema. Take 
a class poll to decide 

which movie the majority 
want to see. Write a 

persuasive piece asking 
your teacher to take 

you all to see it.
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AIM
To create an artwork that explores tessellation.

MATERIALS
Card (heavy enough to make a stencil)

A lead pencil

A4 paper

Coloured markers or pencils

3

1. Cut out a square of card that is 7cm x 7cm. 

2. Cut out a shape from one side of the 
square. Attach that shape to the opposite 
side of the square with tape. Do not flip 
the shape. 

3. Cut out another shape from a different 
side of the square. In the same way, attach 
this shape to the opposite side of the 
square with tape. Do not flip the shape. 

4. Using a lead pencil, trace the card 
repeatedly across the A4 paper. As you 
continue to trace the pattern, carefully 
line up the stencil each time, making sure 
there are no gaps and that none of the  
tracings overlap.  

5. In a similar fashion, complete rows of the 
tessellation until your paper is filled with 
the pattern. You may end up having partial 
shapes around the edges

6. In this step, you really get to use your 
imagination! Look at the shape of your 
traced stencil and think of an image you 
could create from the tracing. Sometimes, 
turning the page around allows you to see 
more possibilities.

7. Once you’ve decided on your image, 
embellish the tessellations to define them.

8. Complete the remainder of your artwork 
in the same way. Using a repeated colour 
pattern for the tessellations is very effective. 

Tessellation
Artwork

METHOD

Have you ever played that crazy game where you gaze at clouds and imagine them 
as big, puffed-up pictures of something else? “I see a horse!” or “There’s an old man 
with a walking stick!” Or maybe you’ve spent time looking at a smear of tomato 
sauce on a plate and suddenly realised you can see the silhouette of a duck’s 
webbed foot. Enjoy using your imagination as you create this tessellation art!

4

7



Date

How to Make a Tessellation Artwork – Worksheet

Name

COMPREHENSION  

Write Your Own Procedure
Write a set of instructions for creating an artwork or a piece of craft you know 
how to make. 

Title:                                                                                                                                          

Goal:                                                                                                                                      

Materials/Equipment

Method

Step 1:                                                                                                                                      

Step 2:                                                                                                                                      

Step 3:                                                                                                                                      

Step 4:                                                                                                                                      

Step 5:                                                                                                                                      



1

2 3

4 5

6 7

8

9 10

11

12

13

14

15 16

17

Across Clues
2. A basic subatomic particle found in all atoms.

4. A unit for measuring electrical energy.
1000 watts = 1 ________.

8. Materials that prevent or block the �ow of 
electricity.

9. Provides a path for an electric current to follow.

11. Materials that electricity can �ow through easily.

12. An object surrounded by a magnetic �eld that has 
the ability to attract iron or steel.

13. Energy produced by running water. 

14. Energy produced by splitting atoms in a nuclear 
reactor.

17. Energy produced by the sun's light or heat.

1. A conducting material which generates a voltage in 
response to a change in electric current. 

3. The standard unit of measure used for electric power.

5. A static electrical discharge between two clouds or a 
cloud and the earth accompanied by a �ash of light.

6. A safety device that melts when the current is too 
strong.

7. The �ow of electric charge through a material.

10. A device for connecting, breaking or changing the
connections in an electrical circuit.

15. The standard unit of measure for electric potential.

16. A device that stores electricity from chemical cells.

Down Clues

Electricity Crossword

Words Used
• solar energy 
• conductor 
• electron
• magnet
• electric circuit
• fuse
• battery
• lightning
• nuclear power 
• insulator
• watt
• switch
• hydroelectricity
• electric current
• inductor
• volt
• kilowatt
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